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NO. 4

TEAM TO MEET
W . S.
ch osen !

KAIM IN INVESTIGATES
FOOD A T DORMITORY

DAVIS AND W A T K IN S REPR ESEN T

Journalists Form “Poison Squad” in Hope of
Fixing Blamefor Recent EpidemicAmong
theBoarders at Women sDormitory

MONTANA.

A TEAM OF VETERANS
Davis Helped M. A. C. Defeat Varsity
Last Year and His Partner, W a t
kins, Has Represented Fargo College
— Baird Is Alternate—

‘ Ladies and Dr. Jesse. W e have
come here tonight as the representa
tives of a fearless journal to make
a scientific investigation into the why
and wherefore of the chuck which
daily disgraces these boards. W e rep
resent a newspaper that believes in
pure food as well as in pure journal
ism."
In these words Doctor H. Greely
Dickey, chairman of the Canine Poison
squad stated the purpose of the
That the long latent interest o f Mis- and wafers in their suites. The cam  squad’s visit to the. dormitory dining
hall Tuesday night.
soulians in Montana's university has pus visitors and the men of the uni
The recent epidemic in the dorm
versity gave, the foundations o f old
at last awakened was proven by the
Craig hall a heavier load than they has aroused the pity of all students,
fact that more townspeople helped the. ever supported before.
There was |and the condition of two-thirds of the
faculty and students celebrate the friendliness and good spirit among inmates has called loudly for a cham
pion. A Missoula doctor has called
twentieth anniversary o f the creation the students and their guests. Such
the sickness “ laughing influenza,” but
o f the university than were ewer pres jostling has not been apparent before. many o f the girls thought that the.
After touring the campus the vis- i
ent at any one o f the eight preceding itors went to the gymnasium to see |trouble lay in their food. This explan
Charter Days. The numbers conduct the Junior basketball team lose their I ation appeared more satisfactory as
ed by the guides through the univer ichampionship to the Freshmen—/the j several boys who eat in the dining hall
sity buildings were double those o f team that came, in with the new era. j •were affected in the same manner as
were the girls.
last year. Old faculty members say it
The milk served in the dorm was
was the most successful Charter Day
taken to the chemical laboratory and
in their memories, both in numbers o f
thoroughly analyzed. This seemed to
interested persons and in sincerity of
•be all right, but the condition o f the
interest.
other
viands was still unknown.
A Sincere Address.
Kaimin
Starts Purity Campaign.
No Charter Day audience ever heard
The Kaimin staff, feeling it their
a more direct, straightforward ad F irst ‘P r iz e in Sta te District W o n by\
duty to make a thorough investigation
dress than “ Visions and Tasks,” delivL a w S ch ool with L o c a l Sch ol
of the food stuffs served at the. dorm,
erend by the Reverend H. S. Gatley,
astics C om in g S econ d
organized the “poison squad” and took
as the. principal event of the morning’s
dinner at the hall on Tuesday evening.
exercises. Mr. Gatley handled a deli
The personnel of the squad was com 
cate situation with admirable tact.
The Montana law school has been posed of prominent journalists, chem
More than one man squirmed in his
seat as his conscience was struck by awarded first prize of. $75 by Every ists, geologists, and gymnasts o f the
the truths set forth by the orator. Yet body’s Magazine for conducting the university. The plan of procedure
the sincerity and good humor of the best trial of the Jenny Brice case in was simple. One man was assigned
The second prize of $50 to each species o f food and was to eat
address sent the audience away in Montana.
good spirits, impressed by the truth went to the Missoula county high nothing else. If any of the food was
contaminated he who ate it would be
o f the speech, and resolved to close I■
possessed o f the disease.
avenues o f criticism.
The student guides in the various
Draw for Death.
buildings were hardly able to conduct
The articles o f food were assigned
all visitors through the buildings. It j
toy lot, and like members of the Sui
would be hard to decide whether the
cide club, these eight men calmly
Paxson pictures and the relics in the
seated themselves and played the
library or Craig hall were pre-ejnlnent
game with death. One of them, or
in the curiosity o f the visitors. The
perhaps alj of them, would in the span
crowds visiting both library and dorm
of a few hours be in the grip o f the
itory merited the name.
insidious disease. Yet they faltered

MORE CITIZENS INTERESTED
IN MONTANA’S UNIVERSITY

Horace S. Davis, ’14, and Gordon
Watkins, ’16, were chosen to represent
the university in the debate with
Washington State College, Saturday
evening. Alva Baird, ’16, was chosen
alternate.
Only four men appeared for the try
out. Since two men had prepared to
speak on the negative o f the minimum
wage question and two on the affirm 
ative, Coach Palmer conducted a reg
ular debate. Davis and E. M. Boddy
defended the question, Baird and W at
kins opposed it. The clash was spirit
ed.
Davis was ranked first by the
judges; Watkins second, and Baird
third. Boddy was on the W. S. C.
team that beat Whitman College last
yeaar Dispite the fact that he began
to study the question only two days
before the try-ouV he was not out
classed
... '•...... .- ......
, Davis represented Montana State
College in debate for two years before
entering the university. He was a
member of the team that won from
the university last year Watkins was
twice a member o f the Fargo College
team Baird also won the, place o f al
ternate on the team that will debate
the Montana State College at Boze
man, March 14.
All of the men who took part in the
tryout were o f exceptional ability, and
the desisions were close. Professors
W hitlock and Kirkwood, David Lever
o f the High School and Attorney Hills
acted as judges. The judges said it
was the best try-out they had attended
at Montana.
The date ofi the debate has not been
definitely decided. Negotiations are
now under way and it will probably
take place here sometime in April.
The university is to uphold the a f
firmative side o f the question, “ Re
solved, That a Minimum Wage Scale
Women Serve Tea.
to toe Operative in Workshops, Depart
The women o f Craig hall served tea
ment Stores and Factories Should be
Established By Law, Constitutionality in the parlors throughout the after-1
noon. The sororities served punch
Granted.”

MONTANA CONFERENCE OF
Y. W. C. A. BEGINS
The Montana conference o f the
Young Women's Christian Association
will be. held at the university begin
ning to-morrow evening and continu
ing until Sunday afternoon. Delegates
from Great Falls, Deer Lodge, Helena,
and Bozeman will be the guests o f the
university Y. W. C. A. during those,
days. Mrs. Walter Hartman of Boze
man, a member o f the Northwest com 
mittee, will preside at the conference.
The program o f the conference will
begin Friday evening with a reception
at Craig hall. Mrs. Hartman will ad
dress the delegates.
The following day Miss Elizabeth
Fox, Northwest secretary of the asso
ciation, Miss Nellie Houston, secre
tary of the local association, Miss
Brewer of the Agricultural College,
Miss Ida Fell of Montana Wesleyan,
Miss Mary Murphy o f the College, of
Montana, and others will address the

GLADYS FREEZE.
President University Y. W. C. A.
delegates on phases of Y. W. C. A.
work in Montana. The Reverend H. S.
Gatley, rector of the local Episcopal
church, will talk in the Assembly hall
Saturday evening.
The conference will be closed Sun
day afternoon with an address, “ L oy
alty to the Association," by Miss Kel
logg o f the local Y.W.C.A. house.

i

MONTANA LAWYERS
WIN IN BRICE CASE

The squad entered the dining hall in
heavy marching order and fully equip
ped for the field. As they swept down
the. broad winding stairs, with jaws
firmly set and a firm, steady stride,
the diners were given a picture which
they can never forget. As the column
entered the doors it divided and each
file distributed hand bills to the
tables. The bills were printed in an
impressive style and their context
smacked of the. silent heroism of. the
distributers. They read as follows:

TO DO OR D IE !! ! !
THE CANINE POISON SQUAD.
W e believe in eating to live, not
eating to die.
Wherefore, have we, the rep
resentatives of the Palladium of
student rights and liberties, The
Weekly Kaimin, come to investi
gate the food served at the
Dorm, and to discover which of
the pernicious viands is respon
sible for the epidemic now
among us.
BRING ON YOUR “ POISON!”

A special table was reserved for the
squad. Before the dinner was served
tests, chemical, geological and acro
batic were made of the various abom 
inations already on the table. Two
set-ups o f dinner were served the
squad and these were, given the di
gestive test. Lots were drawn and
the members of the squad assigned to
their duties. Before eating Dr. Dickey
made, the speech, the opening of which
has already been quoted.
He said
further:
“W e think we are eight ‘heroes to
come here and endanger our vitals
with this misnomial food.
‘W e think we are. heroes, but we
respect far more the fifty heroines
who endanger their lives three tin.es
daily— except when the dining room
door is close.d fifteen seconds before
not. The six hundred went to their a quarter of eight in the morning—by
fate no more bravely than did these consuming these refrigerated and
eight men when they entered the
(Continued on Page Six.)
chamber of gastronomical horror.

PROFESSOR A. N. W H ITL O C K .
Of the Montana Law School.

SOPHOMORES ELECT EDITOR
AND MANAGER OF ANNUAL

school. The third prize o f $25 was
won by the Fergus county high school
at Lewistown. The first national prize
of $500 was won by the Sorosis club I
of Texas.
Dean Ballantine of the law school
had hoped that his men would win |
one of the. national prizes. He ex- I
pressed the opinion that perhaps the
dramatic perfection of the trial had
also been considered in awarding the
national prizes. Since the Montana
men confined their trial almost enLUCIUS E. FORBES.
I tirely to the legal side this might have
Editor 1915 Sentinel.
eliminated them from consideration.
In a helter skelter race, for the ed
The men o f the law school will al
low Dean Ballantine to expend the I itorship of the 1915 Sentinel, Monday
mone.y as he desires. Mr. Ballantine afternoon, Lucius Forbes managed to
will take the wishes of the men into I
defeat five other aspirants. Walter
consideration before disposing of the
j prize. He said yesterday that the j Conway was elected business manager.
Although only twenty-nine out of a
money would perhaps be divided
among the. men who participated in class of nearly fifty were present at
the trial, the bulk going to the law the meeting, great enthusiasm w as ex
hibited and the ballots were close. The
yers in the case.

I features o f the election were the. a c 
tivity of the girls in pushing their
candidates for the editorship and the
large number o f nominations for both
offices.
The election of the. editor was a
close contest. Six persons were nom
inated: Gertrude Zerr, W. C. Conway,
P. W. Baxter, Merle Kettlewell, Cora
Shilling, and Lucius Forbes. Miss Zerr
withdrew her name before the first
ballot was taken.
The first ballot
stood: Conway, 6; Baxter, 5; Kettlewell, 3; Shilling, 8; Forbes, 6. No
|nominee having a majority of the votes
cast another ballot was 'taken.
A
motion carried to eliminate at each
ballot the candidate receiving the least
number o f votes. After two ballots
the remaining candidates were Forbes
and Schilling. The final vote was,
Forbes, 14; Schilling, 12.
The election of the business man(Continued on Page Six.)
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Sly? fflwkly 2Catmm
Pronounced “ Ki-meenv” This is a
word taken from the language o f the
Sslish tribe and means writing, or
something in black and white.

joyous pandemonium becomes studious
tranquility.
Some o f us keep o ff the grass becase we want to see the grass flour
ish. More keep o ff because, the law
rests behind the “keep off. the grass”
sign. W e all know we should respect
what the law protects, and not the law.
"Here comes teacher,” “ beat it, the
cop,” “ get o ff the floor, here comes
Musty,” all belong in the category of
infantile phrases.
Some, men will respect the law be
cause they are patriotic. Other men
will respect it because they know it
is just.
In our university appeals to loyalty
and ideals make violations o f the law
more popular. It is plain that if we
want to preserve, the gym floor we will
have to ask the United States govern
ment for the services o f the Eighteenth
infantry. Even so, it is doubtful if we
would be successful in enforcing a Just
rule.

THE HELLBOX

Good Night—

When I was but a little boy the holi- I
day for me was July fourth, the day
on which our nation was made free, j
Published on Thursday of every week
But I forgot the history then and all
by the Associated Students of the Uni
I thought about Was fireworks and
versity of Montana.
lemonade and perhaps an eye blown
Carl C. Dickey, ’14 . . . . . Editor
out. But now I’ve grown older, my
Donald B. Young, ’15 .
. Manager
views are somewhat changed and the
importance of my holidays is differ
Subscription rate, $1.00 in advance.
ently arranged. Now the big day of I
the year is Charte.r day for me, the 1
Entered as second class mail matter at
Missoula, Montana, under act of congress
day the legislators made our univer
of March 3, 1879.
sity. On the glories o f its history, too, i
my memory’s somewhat weak. Its vis
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 27, 1913
iting the dorm I like, the punch and j
cake and eke the journey through the
upstairs hall where all around there
Set honour in one eye, and death
stand a gang o f men who act like they
i’ the other, and I will look on
were in the promised land. W e stag- j
death indifferently.
ger down the hallway to the sounds of i
sipping tea, and run into some punch
and fudge that’s consumable, and free. I
And thus we while the happy hours of j
P O P U LA R E L E C T IO N OF
A F R IE N D S H IP C O N T IN U E D .
good old Charter Day until the tragedy j
MANAGERS.
comes when w e look into our girl’s j
For the first time in many years room and see some, other guy’s picture j
The operation of the faction spoils
Missoula has sent a delegation to the j on her dresser.
system has i-eached its climax. Ap
legislature to work for university ap
pointment to a managership comes
propriations. The few months- past j DEDICATED TO THE “ POISON j
now as the fruit of a victory. No one
SQUAD.”
have taught the people of Missoula
can deny that it should come as the i
that they must support the university
fruit of diligent, faithful work.
as they support their other institu Waiter, bring me. in a plate of “ load
The spolis system does not bring |
ed” hash
tions. The loyalty o f the fathers, long
efficiency. Oftentimes the manager
•With an omelette that’s slightly j
latent, has at last arisen.
ship is thrust upon a man who has
over age;
There is no reason why the univer
no interest in the activity he is man
sity and the city should not be friends. And I’d like to have some tainted!
aging. He takes the job reluctantly.
succotash
The university is the greatest institu
But the donor, or rather the victor,
(If I die I ought to get at least a
tion Missoula can have. The univer
holds before him the stereotyped
page).
sity loves Missoula. She knows that
phrase “ Take it, for the sake o f the
this city is the ideal location for Mon If your tea’s not sanitary, bring me |
‘frat.’ ”
some.
tana's university. She has been wil
The appointee often turns the posi ling to be friends with Missoula.
With some, arsenic to take the taste
tion of honor into one of dishonor. He
away.
At times . Missoula has repaid an
does not take the position with the avowed friendship with latent disloy Tell the cook to do his very worst,
patriotic desire of working for his alty. Those times ought now to be
please, John,
university. He places his personal |forgotten history. The. new era of
For the Weekly Kaimin goes to |
prejudices and his fraternity prejudices mutal friendship has come. Nor should
press today.
above his duty to his alma mater. the new era involve merely an avowal
(Chorus).
Through his prejudices and his lack of friendship. It should be real friend
There Is poison in the soup;
of interest, the. activity suffers.
There are microbes in the pie.
ship that the culture of the years will
And the junk they serve as coffee’s
W e can not blame a man for this bring to more perfect maturity.
only water full of dye.
This real friendship will be far dif
inactivity. The. system is responsible
—the spoils system. W e cannot blame ferent from that kind mentioned by But the Kaimin needs the story;
If you die we, get the glory,
a man for inactivity alone. Most man Shakespeare when he said:
\ W e’ll be scientific martyrs in the fair j
agers, if inactive, have enough man
young co-ed’s eye.
That, sir, which serves for gain,
hood to admit their negligence. It is ■
—Pinch Hitter, Daily Missoulian.
And follows but for form,
when a man seeks to veil his negli- |
W ill pack when it begins to rain,
gence that inactivity becomes betrayal.
Hello, Harvey W iley; we value you
And leave thee in the storm.
By giving every man a voice, in the
highly,
election of managers we will get e f
You’ll be soriyT to hear of our fate;
Missoula and Montana’s university
ficient men. By electing the men who
have earned their heritage, by work should go hand in hand, each faithful Those Antedeluvian relics and th a t!
prehistoric hay
and not by fraternal connection, we and true to the other. W ith towns
All .were gastronimated in the same I
will bring honor to managerships. The I people, faculty and students working
heroic way.
managership will be considered more for the university, she cannot help but
Your pure food law came, a million
as a means o f serving the university prosper.
years to la te !! ! ! !
This co-ope.ratlon will mean that the
unselfishly than as a means of. mak
ing a showing in the “ frat” quarterly mustard plasters will have to be put
“M y idea of H. O. E,” says a guy *
on the right spots. It will mean, too,
and the senior “obituaries.”
that the right men be at the mustard on the. campus, “ is to go to the theatre |
an hour early to get a front row in the j
jar.
“V IS IO N S A N D T A S K S .”
The university asserts the friendship coop and then find yourself seated in |
she has always held for Missoula and a battalion of Greeks who have been ;
The. Charter Day speech o f the Rev- |Missoulians. Will the present gener browsing on garlic.
erend H. S. Gatley will take its place i ation of Missoulians emulate their
in university records as a monumental j fathers?
Eight strong, brave men, and true,
piece of sincere oratory.
with stomachs of zinc and white coats,
The events of the past few months
The only socialist in the lower too, expected to find in dorm food I
placed Mr. Gatle.y in a queer situation, j branch o f the legislature was the only posion, but all they found was that j
No man could doubt his stand. His main voting against the Higgins bill it was noisome.
manner and his speech were straight to create a school of forestry at the
forward. He said just enough—not university. Perhaps he doesn’t believe
Curious and interesting facts about
too much. He said it just right—not j in conservation; perhaps he doesn’t : our university:
a line wrong.
There are nine steps in the first ]
believe in education in forestation.
He paid tribute to the men who But whatever he does not believe in, flight of stairs in the dorm. The name
dream and the men who bear the. bur he does not believe in staying on the of the university’s official horse is
dens'of common humanity. He meant ship with the boys when she isn't Richard.
the men who dream the worthy sinking.
Stung?
dreams—visions that lift humanity to
An alumnus on the campus last week
a higher civilization. He praised the
Our grandfathers swore acidulously;
men who bear the common burdens we swear assiduously, but whether suavely remarked that when he was in ■
of a common humanity. He did not acidulous or assiduous the clean lan school he had enough Bs to start a
hive. Easy; we’ve got enough Is to |
praise the men who visionize for sor guage league would stop it all.
se.e through that without using half
did cliques. He did not tribute the men
of them.
who carry the soiled burdens - for the
It
was
emphasized
Friday
that
for
selfish and the corrupt.
their pains in instructing the youth
The main office has a hard time
The praise in “Visions and Tasks” of Montana the university faculty is
supplying men for odd jobs in town.
was intended for the men who dream given mustard plasters.
Calls for short-time employment fre
good dreams and the worthy burden
quently can not be filled. It might
oearers who unselfishly and patriot
Montana ought to win the state j be suggested that the attraction of
ically forge the reality from the white
championship in basketball this year, a lodge with a union scale o f wages
metal of the dream.
but, as the Dramatic club pipes: “ You would help. Call it the Independent |
Never Can Tell.”
Order of Odd Job Fellows.

How the
the tenpis

day’s activities on
court, at golf, or
baseball, a r e
all recounted
in the evening
— the plays
made
or
missed;
th e
blame placed;
the excuses offered. If you use
a Spalding implement you can
afford to listen to the other
fellow’s excuses.
The Spalding 1913 catalogue
will aid you in selecting the
best implements for all sports.

Two freshmen were playing basket
ball on the gym floor last week with
out rubber shoes. One o f them hap
pened to look out the window. He
saw Coach Mustaine coming to the
gym. “ Gee,” he. said, “get o ff the
floor with those nail shoes.
Here
comes Musty.”
History repeats. In the kindergarten
fwe used to say “Ditch it, here comes
teacher.” When “ teacher” comes in,

THE BELMONT STYLE IN FOUR HEIGHTS
OLASOOW 2 y. In.
BELMONT 2 X In.
MEDORA 2>/a In.
CHESTER 2 in.

A. G. Spalding & Bros.
28-30 Wabash Avenue
CHICAGO
ILL.

Henley, Eigeman
and Company

G rocers
A CLEAN STORE
Good Goods
Right Prices
TRY US and SEE

Vienna Cafe
Next

to

American Theater, on
Main Street.

THE
FIRST NATIONAL
BANK
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS
$400,000.00
A Sav;ngs Department in
Connection
F. S. L U S K .................. President
F. H. ELMORE . Vice-President
E. A. N E W L O N .............. Cashier
NEWELL GOUGH, Asst Cashier

For a Good Meal We
Excel
PRICES REASONABLE
Try our famous coffee.
day and night.

Open

Phil Kenny, Prop.

Have you seen the beautiful

Hand-painted China
now on display at this store?

LUCY & SONS
Florence Steam

Complete House and Office Fur
nishings.

Laundry
THOMAS BU SH A

Our Special

Student Agent.
$1.00 Fountain Pen
Each one guaranteed—if not
satisfactory may be exchanged
or money refunded.

Self-fillers, $1.50

LISTER'S

The Home Plate

Pool Room
Key West and Domestic
Cigars, Pipes and To
bacco, Fine Candies

Barber

Marshall

GOOD

114 E. Main SL

Missoula, Mont.

MISSOULA TRUST &
SAVINGS BANK
C A P IT A L .................. $200,000.00
S U R P L U S .................
50,000.00
J.
S.
A.
R.

Officers
M. Keith . . . . President
J. Coffee . . . . Vice-Pres.
R. Jacobs . . . . Cashier
C. Giddings, Asst. Cashier

Three per cent Interest Paid on
Savings Deposits.

THINGS
TO EAT
Grocers to the South
Side

The Model Laundry!

S P IK E S A N D H A R D W O O D .

A rrow

Notch COLLARS

M. NESBIT

THE
WESTERN MONTANA
NATIONAL BANK
C A P IT A L ................... $200,000.00
S U R P L U S ..................
50,000.00

The Buckhous law has the blue
The University needs a school of
Agent for University Students.
forestry, but she has many students laws of old New England looking like |Ten per cent discount to students If
whose “arboreality” it is not necessary the rules for a class tournament, when bills are settled before the 10th of
it comes to severity.
to test.
month/

G. A. W olf . . President
J. H. T. Ryman . Cashier

S IN E Q U A N O N .

J. A. CAVANDER

If we had a Tennyson in the uni- j
versity we have a poem entitled “ The
Poison Eaters.”

Mabel—Poor Mrs. Goldol! Lost her
husband, they say.
Mayme—Yes. The cook told her I
Mr. Galey “ cut the mustard” when that she would not stay on the place
he advised Missoulians to “ cut” the with Mr. Goldol, so she fired her hus
mustard.
band.

Cotrell & Leonard

Albany, New York
Makers of

American University

Caps, Gowns and j
Hoods

GENERAL ELECTRIC
SUPPLIES
Construction and Repairs, F ix
tures, Bells, Batteries, etc.
Phones: Ind. 1602; Bell 528-Black
318 Higgins Avenue.
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“ VISIONS AND TASKS”—H. S. GATLETS CHARTER D A Y ADDRESS
“ The world moves so slowly towards
the goal of redemption; to redemption
from sin and all its awful conse
quences; the redemption from sorrow,
and poverty, and disappointments and
buried hopes; the redemption from
impurity and corruption, and selfish
ness, and dishonor.
"You must play a part in that re
demption, either for or against it- The
manner in which you perform your
part depends upon the visions of your
I youth and the moral and spiritual
I strength you cultivate now.
“ Are the visions you have now,
visions of self or for the race? Are
j they visions of doing tasks that will
alleviate suffering, and distress and
injustice, or are they visions in which
you win for yourself the plaudits of
|the world, and the wealth and luxurI ies that so many men are striving to
obtain?
"You will find when you enter real
I life you can not choose your tasks.
They will come upon you without your
consent and without warning, and,
unless you are prepared to meet them
in the right spirit, they may crush
you with their burdens. Several years
| ago a young clergyman went from
j New York to Cincinnati to become the
| rector of a large downtown parish.
| He was a man of no commonplace
stamp, but that rarely gifted one on
whom a prophet’s mantle had fallen
—a man sent to reach b y spoken
work the hearts of his fellow men, a
man with a tongue of fire, a man with
a message from God, and ruled by
one compelling purpose only, the longj ing to deliver it.
“ Mr. Taft, at a dinner the evening
Hand in Hand,
! before he sailed for the Philippines,
"The two have com e down through
|as governor, told an inquiring friend
the centuries, hand in hand, o n e !
NORTH DRIVE.
|he had touched the whole place and
supplementing the other, mutually |
that if he remained five years in Cin
helpful and mutually dependent. The j
But
it’s
thank
you,
Mister
Atkins,
bone
of
the
university
since
it
was
out
the
task
of
bringing
the
uni
cinnati he would, in his judgment, be
men of thought have laid the plans, I
when the band begins to play,
born in the state o f Montana. The real
■its first citizen.
and the men of action have performed versity into being.
“ The years dragged on, slowly, so responsibility for the growth and de The band begins to play, my boys, the • “ Fourteen months after he began
the tasks which have drawn the clans
band begins to p’.ay,
his work there he contracted tubertogether and made the tribe;
th e y ' slowly, but the vision had come and velopment of this university into an
the
day dawned when the men of a c institution of higher education for the O, it’s thank you, Mister Atkins,
|culosis. He went to the Adirondacks
have welded the tribes together and i
when
the
band
begins
to
play.'
youth
of
the
state
of
Montana
has
tion
aroused
themselves
and
began
the
j
and
afterwards to -Colorado Springs.
made a nation; they have drafted con - i
fallen on their shoulders.
! The disease seemed to have disapstitutions and built up the institu task o f making the vision a reality.
The Source of Merit.
"It began as all movements, in a
I peared after treatment and a field he
“I refer to the presidents and the
tions o f civilization; they have played
“ Whatever strength this university ; longed to occupy was offered to him—
the. game of diplomacy and averted small way, and when the first meet members of the faculty of the Uni
may
now
possess,
whatever
standing
ings
were
held
in
the
old
high
school,
the chaplaincy of Columbia univer
versity of Montana. They have car
wars; they have played the game
again and nations have been plunged the vision seemed to impose a task too ried the burdens in the struggles that it may have in the world of science sity, New York. m
and
letters,
whatever
influence
for
great
to
be
accomplished
in
a
genera
“ Two -months after the date set for
mark
its
history.
into war; they have driven back an
good it may have had upon the young his entrance on that work the disease
invading foe, stormed cities and taken tion. But, now, when we look around
“ Those and these; men and women
men
and
women
who
have
studied
this campus, we know the vision has
|reappeared and it was not long before
impregnable defenseshave been the ones who have had the
“ The statesman and the soldier, the been fulfilled and the task accom  real care and worry for the growth of |within its walls, all have come from he was called from his visions and
the
untiring
efforts
and
concentrated
plished.
i tasks to a land beyond the grave.
philosopher and the philanthropist, the
this institution for 18 long years; they
“ I know of no better vision to pre“There have been woven into the have made the real sacrifices for alma purposes of that body of noble men
inventor and the machinist, the stu
dent and the wage earner, yes, the task the unselfish devotion, the loving •mater; they have had the visions and and women. W e will not say of them ! sent to you, young men and young
as
the
Persian
poet
sang:
j women, than the one he wrote for Dr.
theologian and the parish priest, all interest and the patient energy of men performed the difficult tasks of carry
‘W ith them the seed of Wisdom did I Trudeau’s paper, during his last 111these men of thought and men of ac of thought and men o f action during ing those visions- into practice.
1
ness. It was published again in the
sow,
tion, have burned the midnight oil all those past years. They have been
“They have not only marked out the j And with my own hand wrought to Outlook for October, 1910, entitled ‘An
and borne the burden and heat of the years o f visions and tasks and some
courses of study and taught the stu
I Insight.’ ’’
make it grow;
day, and through their visions and of the leading people in this commun
dents who have come to these halls
the doing of their tasks, there have ity have had the visions and helped of learning, but they have journeyed And this was all the Harvest that I
reaped—
come to the humananity—Liberty, I accomplish the tasks.
T H E U N K IN D E S T BLOW.
I up and down presenting the opportun I came like Water, and like Wind I
Fraternity, and Equality, and all the [
Dreams and Work.
ities o f this university to the youth
go.’
countless blessings o f education and
The seasons are distracting,
“ When I hear the story of the and carrying an influence for sound
Their influence is not bounded by
work that belong to us now.
learning into every secondary school the confines o f this campus. It has The climate is exacting,
“My subject on this day, when the dreams and work for this university
of education in this state.
gone out into the world through the The weather is attracting
faculty, and students, and friends of in that past, I am not surprised that
“ They have appeared before legis men and women who have been grad
Lots of woe.
the university through the state, are many persons in this community have
latures and pleaded the cause of edu- uated from this university. Some day Neuralgic twinge erratic,
celebrating
its 18th birthday, is felt deeply concerned, lest all those
visions and tasks should come to I cation for the young men and women, the visions which they had for each That awful pang rheumatic,
‘Visions and Tasks.’
naught, and the city lose the univer not only of this generation but of gen- of their students, and which they tried Please only the ecstatic
sity,
which is their chief pride, and to I eratlons to come; and when they to impress upon their growing minds,
Visions.
Medico!
my mind the greatest asset o f which asked for bread they have sometimes |will be fulfilled in tasks that will
“ There come to our mind, first of
received a stone,
but they never make the world better and happier.
this community may boast.
But
here’s the. worst disaster,
all, the visions o f those men who in
"A new vision has come and a new swerved from their duty.
“ Therefore, on this Charter day, When rain pours fast and faster,
the early days saw the possibilities
“
They
have
ever
kept
before
them
task presented itself, and while they
when we celebrate the eighteenth And Boreas is master
o f Montana and set aside, under a fed
who have opposed them have my selves the vision o f a hall of learning
In the fray.
eral act, 72 sections o f land, “ the pro earnest sympathy, I can not agree which should grow and expand to birthday o f this university, let us say,
with all earnestness: All praise, and
ceeds from which were to go into a
meet the demands of the future, and honor, and reverence be to the pres You raise your voice, and yell a
with their point of view.
fund for the maintenance and support
“ If one studies the changes and they have given their time, and all idents and faculty o f the University Frantic, "O -mla bella!”
o f a state university.’ It was only a
transformations that have gone on in their best endeavors, and themselves of Montana, for the visions that have For that brand new umbrella
vision which the men o f thought had nature according to the method of to the accomplishment o f the tasks
Blown away!
had and the tasks they have per
conceived and the men o f action were
—La Touche Hancock in N. Y. Sun.
evolution, he will find in the past that vision has demanded.
formed in behalf of higher education
slow to appreciate its value and carry certain forms o f life that have an
in the state of Montana.
Mustard.
arrested development. Environment
Dream On.
“ It has often seemed to the un
or the accumulation o f hereditary In
“ B R O A D W A Y ” JONES’
NEW MEMBERS FOR
fluences, or some unknown causes prejudiced that some of the people in "It hardly seems necessary for one to
CHEW ING GUM MILL have stopped the course o f evolution. this state have been content to let urge the young people of this uni
DRAMATIC CLUB
It has been necessary that nature the university run itself. They have versity, the undergraduate body, to
should make a big jump, pass through been perfectly willing to let the o f  have visions. Your lives are full of
“ Broadway" Jones, which comes a tremendous upheaval, in short have ficials have the visions and perform visions for and of the future. There
Of the seventeen -people, who tried
here to the. Ham ois theatre, Friday, a death and resurrection so that life the tasks so long as they in no way are dreams of conquest and success; out for membership in the Dramatic
interfered
with
their
political
and
can
go
onward
and
upward
towards
dreams
of
wealth
and
happiness;
v
is
Feb. 28, is the latest play from the pen
commercial plans. But whenever a ions o f tasks performed and responsi club, nine were selected by the judges
o f the brilliant young author, Mr. Geo. the goal of perfection.
“It is often so with the life of an student happened to have a slight pain bilities met; visions of heroic deeds, i as being sufficiently talented to warM. Cohan.
The story deals with
institution. It reaches a certain point somewhere, and ran and told the man of chivalry and patriotism. All these
“Broadway” Jones, a young man about of development and can go no further. o f affairs he had contracted a pain
visions are yours now, in the days of |rant their holding membership in the
town, who squanders a fortune in an It is necessary to bring about a com  out at the university, the man of a f
the freshness of your vigor and the organization. As the club is limited
endeavor to “ do Broadway," and sud plete change and start anew so as to fairs, instead of putting a mustard awakening of your manhood and wom  to twenty-five members only, six o f
denly finds himself penniless and heav follow the law o f evolution and offer plaster on the pain, has sought out anhood.
I those eligible, Archie Hoel, Colen Cle
ily in debt. He engages himself to a larger opportunities for culture to the most prominent member o f the
“ But it is necessary for one to im  ments, Sadie Stabern, Gertrude Zerr,
faculty and tried to put it on him, press you with the seriousness of life, Diana Uline and Evelyn Stephenson,
rich old widow in his desperate at meet the demands o f modern life.
“I shall not, however, undertake to or cover the whole university with so with the tremendous tasks that await were elected to membership.
tempt to recoup his fortune, and de
spite the protestations o f his friends solve the problem, but leave it for much mustard that it has been d iffi you in the battles of life.
The entire cast, wit-h the exception
he plans to carry out his agreement maturer minds and riper judgments. cult to decide whether he considered
“There is a saying of one o f the wise of three minor characters, for "You
this institution a university or a fa c men of the Hebrew people:
I
offer
one
sentence
o
f
advice.
It
is
with the widow. But at the psycholog
Never Can Tell,” has been chosen.
Tennyson’s ,‘Deliver not the tasks of tory for one of the 57 varieties.
“ ‘Where there is no vision the peo Those, who will take parts in the play
ical moment a wealthy uncle dies,
“ When we think of the consecrated ple perish.’
might to weakness.’
leaving him a chewing gum factory in
are: Diana Uline, Evelyn Stephenson,
service the presidents and faculty
Honor Where Due.
“ The word perish, in this proverb, I Merritt Owsley, E. P. Kelly, Cecil DobJonesville, Connecticut.
“ Broadway”
have given this university, and then
means,
to
run
wild,
or
to
lose
re
"When
we
have
paid
due
honor
to
Jones’ first thought is to dispose o f his
I son, Archie Hoel, Nat Little, Stella
see how their visions and tasks have
straint. W e might paraphrase the
all those citizens who dreamed and
inheritance to the highest bidder, but I
not always received the best of appre
proverb in this manner: Where there Duncan and Carl Glick. Active work
wrought to bring this university into
through the influence o f “ the only |its present state o f usefulness, we ciation, one is reminded of those lines is no lofty and holy ideal in the lives [ has already begun and the play will
girl" he retains his chewing gum fa c- I must turn away from them and look of Kipling;
of men they run to seed; they make |be presented in the near future. The
tory and becomes a highly respected I towards another group, the men and ‘O, it’s Tommy this, an’ Tommy that, no progress; they never perform tasks |club has decided to stage another play
citizen of Jonesville, Connecticut.
that lighten the burdens o f humanity. during Interscholastic week.
women who have been the real back
an’ Tommy go away;
“ There are two kinds o f men who
since the beginnings of civilization,
have had to do with all progress and
the development o f our institutions.
They are the men o f thought and the
men of action.
“ These two qualities, thought and
action, have often been combined in
one person and then the world has
seen a genius who towered far above
the ordinary man, a leader who has
moved men to mighty deeds o f valor;
but as a rule the two qualities have
been separated. The man o f thought
has dreamed dreams and had visions
which he never lived to see fulfilled.
They have lain dormant for years
until somebody in a later generation
has caught his vision and woven it
into the fabric of society. The man
of action has come to the front and
made possible the dreams o f the man
of thought.
"On the other hand the man of a c
tion has often sought to accomplish
some great purpose, which he has
never clearly thought out, and wasted
his time'" and energy in fruitless en
deavors. One day he meets the man
of thought who unfolds to him a
vision which has come to him after
years of patient study. He somehow
lacked the initiative to put his dream
into practical application, but he in
spires the man o f action, whose life
has been a failure, and, lo, the dream
becomes a charter of liberty, the
ground work of a constitution, or a|
new democracy.

of jonquills. The place facors were
Delta Gamma.
The members of Delta Gamma and I miniature yellow candle sticks each
a few of their friends enjoyed a pleas holding a tiny lighted candle and tied
ant evening at the home o f Mr. and I with the black and gold of the fra
Mrs. J. M. Evans, Saturday. The ternity. The place cards were excep
spacious rooms were decorated' with tionally artistic with the fraternity
emblems of colonial days, all in re.d. monogram in one corner. Those pres
After a game of cards was played, the ent were Misses McCall, McCarthy,
guests enjoyed a typical college spread. McDonald, Gilbert, Buse, Knowles,
A merry time with music and dancing Smith, Stabern, Duncan, Uline, Kettleconcluded' the evening. Those present well, Bonner, R'hoades, Hardenburgh,
we.re Mesdames John M. Evans, Tylar Saner, Freeze and Birely.
Thompson, Charles Hall, C. A. Bisbee,
D. J. Haviland, Edgar Polleys, Donald Miss Prescott Hostess.
Miss Doris Prescott was hostess at
McGregor; Misses Stoddard, Book, MeFarlane, Johnson, McLaughlin, Rich - 1 an informal gathering at her home,
ter, Marsh, Kramer, Harmon, Robin Sunday evening. The guests enjoyed
son, Carney, Nutting, Ludden, Foster, a general good time and a supper.
Huffman, Lyden, Matthews, Wilde, j Those present were Misses Effie Read,
Williams, Janecke, Sloane; Messrs. Dorothy Simon, Evelyn Stevenson;
Bisbee, Haviland, Polleys, McGregor, Messrs. Humphrey, Prescott, E. Pres
Stoddard, Fernald, Janecke, Warren, cott, Duquette, Thompson, Gault, and
Hall, Gilchrist, Richandson, Whisler, Miss Prescott.
Royal, Sloane, Hal Sloane, Evans,
Thomas Richter, Ade, Wells, Tabor, |For Miss MacPHerson.
The members of Delta Gamma enter
Smead, Bailey and Skinner.
,
tained at the home of Mrs. Tylar
Thompson
on Wednesday from three
A Parcel Shower
Miss Eunice Dennis gave a parcel until six o'clock in compliment to Miss
shower, Saturday afternoon, in com  Louise MacPhepsoh the famous young
pliment to Miss Anne Huchinson, pianist who plays in Missoula tonight.
whose engagement to Attiene Sanders
of Red Lodge has been announced.
■Miss Huchinson was presented with
many dainty gifts suitable for use in
her new home. Most of the afternoon
was spent in hemming tea towels for
the bride-to-be. The guests were Anne
Huchinson, Helen Metcalf, Rose Leo
pold, Gladys Heyward, Francis Garrigus, Lucile Brewer, Mrs. Kissack and
Mrs. Dennis.
Miss Coffee Hostess.
iMiss Eva Coffee was hostess on
Saturday afternoon at an informal
kensington. The young ladies present
were Josephine Hunt, Mary’ Ludden,
Jeanette Clarke, Lillian Scrogen, Alice
MISS LOUISE MAOPHiERSON.
and Grace Mathewson, and Gladine
Servis.
The dining table was handsome with
cluny lace and cut glass. Pink candle
For Kappa Kappa Gamma.
shades carried out the general color
The patronesses of Kappa Kappa scheme. The guests were served by
Gamma, Mrs. J. M. Keith, Mrs. F. C. Jean Sloane and Gazella Schlossberg.
Scheueh, and Mrs. H. T. Wilkinson,
entertained in compliment to the mem Informal Evening.
bers of the fraternity, Saturday eve
Massey McCullough entertained in
ning, at the home of Mrs. Keith. The formally at his home on Sunday eve
guests were received in the drawing ning in honor o f Donald Macdonald,
room and were led later to the dance who is visiting in Missoula. A delight
hall where a most elaborate spread ful evening was spent in games and
was served.
A snowy white table music. Mrs. George Weisel pleased
cloth was laid in one end of the hall the guests with several violin solos. A
near the fire-place. The center-piece, delicious supper was served to those
an immense bouquet of deep red and present who were: Mr. and Mrs.
white carnations, the little American Weisel; Misses Lucy, Birely, Scrogin,
flags, the favors which were little Duncan, Clarke, Gilbert, Powers, Rob
hatchets, and little George W ashing inson, McCall, Mathewson, Foster and
ton hats of red, white and1 blue candy, Birdsall; Messrs. Macdonald, Smith,
were most attractive. At the conclu Pyle, Bowers, Gage, Bischoff, Swift,
sion o f the spread the guests returned Bronger, Sewell, Bischoff, Stoddard,
to the drawing room and spent the Angevine, Fernald and the host.
rest of the evening around a blazing
fire. Those, present were Mesdames
George Weisel, Shirley Thane, Gilbert
PRORAM DANCES
Heyfron, E. H. Freeze; Misses Sloane,
Ross, Ronan, Worden, Lockwood, Mc
Leod, Ludden Elrod, Lucy Coffee, Pol
The subject o f the A. S. U. M.
leys, Lewis, Alice Mathewson, Grace dances seems to never fail in interest
Mathewson, Ingalls, Hunt,
Cronk, to people on the campus. Whether
son, Charline Johnson, Hunt, Cronk, the dance shall be informal or not;
Oldrich, Clarke, Birdsall, 'Murray and whether it shall be a fifty-cent dance
Scrogin.
or not; whether “ rubifoam" shall be
served or not; and numerous other
For the Basketball Girls.
questions that pop easily into a per
Iota Nu entertained at a delightful son’s head, lead to a situation which
card party at their home after the requires considerable thought. One
freshmen—sophomore girls’ basket-ball question seems to have at this time
game, in 'honor of the players. Delic the virtue o f never having been open
ious refreshments were served. Those ly discussed. It is yet one which many
present were Misses Stevenson, Simon, students o f both sexes would like to
Metlen, Buse, Dennis, Pride, Selfridge, see considered.
Merrifield; Messrs. Sheedy, Rowley,
Many of the students have given
Dehnert, A. Dehnert, Daemes, Shroe- as a reason for not attending the A. S.
der, Gwinn, Warren, Stanley, Thues- U. M. dances the excuse that they are
ton, Nesbit. Miss Brewer chaperoned. too formal; that they hate to attend
a program dance. Many reasons can
Kappa Alpha Theta.
be given for and against the program
Gladys McCarthy, Donna McCall, Is dance, but at the least many people
abel Gilbert, Alpha Buse and Corinne think the ladies should hold their own
McDonald were, initiated into Kappa programs.
Alpha Theta, Saturday evening. After
Now the first thing a fellow does
the initiation an elaborate banquet when he goes to a dance is to fill his
was held at the Palace hotel in honor partner’s card. To keep from losing
of the five new members. The long out himself, he usually trades straight
table, was artistically decorated with across. It he picks out the men with
yellow shaded candles and a profusion whom his partner desires to dance,

he may overlook some lady who has
promised him a dance for that eveningIf he hunts the girls with whom he
desires to dance his own lady may see
her card filled with the names of some
people to whom she would never give
a dance. Or, again, a girl may have
asked to have certain numbers re
served for a few of her personal
friends. Her escort fills in the pro
gram with these exceptions and just
then one of his friends comes and asks
for a dance with the lady. The fel
low probably sees the card and when
told that the card is full he naturally
believes the other man to be falsify
ing.
Many of the girls have expressed
their desire to have all the ladies hold
the programs if the boys would only
make an effort to see that none are
slighted.
Nothing can be done by the boys
alone or by the girls alone. If the
sentiment is really for the change the
two can by co-operation bring about
the proposed reform.

P L A N N IN G A BA SK E T
SOCIAL FOR MARCH 7

The Missoulian
Offers specially attractive inducements to those
persons who are fastidious in their demands for
artistic work in printing. Student societies and
fraternities whose needs in the line of printing
are exacting will find in The Missoulian print
shop exactly what they require. The men who
make Missoulian printing are artists in their line;
to them printing is more than the mere sticking
of type and obtaining an impression from it. They
understand the real art of printing. This is why
Missoulian printing is pleasing to those who in
sist upon having fine work. To the student who
has individual needs in this direction The Missou
lian shop is inviting. Combined with the artstic
skill of its workmen, this shop prides itself upon
the care used in the selection of material. We
ask consideration when any printing work is proj
ected. We are sure that we can please you.

Missoulian Publishing Company

West Main Street, Missoula.
The social committee of the A. S.
U. M. is planning to give a novel dance
that will furnish great sport for the
students, and incidentally a vigorous
tonic for the student treasury. The
dance will be patterned after the pop
ular country "blow-out” known as a
basket social.
Back in Iowa and Missouri they
were held in the school house and
Lumber Department, Bonner, Montana
were intended to supply the school
library with encyclopedias and Oliver
Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealers in Pine,
Optics. The girls each brought a -bas
ket which was always a splendid in
Larch and Fir Lumber, and all kinds of mill work
dex of her ability as a cook and hex
sense o f the beautiful. These were
and box shooks.
auctioned to the eager swains.
A
Specialty
Being Made of Fruit Boxes.
If hogs were bringing over seven
cents, or it looked like a good corn
year, a basket would bring as high
as five or ten dollars. Of course it , ■
,1
depended on whose basket was on the
block, but as this was always known
“GOLDEN NUGGETS”
simply because it was supposed not
A new chocolate specialty—
to be known, the personality o f the
rich, creamy
eating, center,
maker determined the market price.
thic, bitter chocolate coating.
A Good, Clean Shop
The ham sandwiches and coffee cake
60c a Pound.
of the district belle would demand the
Fancy Meats
Here is a -home product equal
price of a good hog, while the cinna
to anything anywhere.
mon rolls and mince pie of some less
Fine Poultry
attractive damsel would go for six
BOTH PHONES
bits.
Bell 117
Ind. 431
Anyone who has ever been to a
real basket social knows what real fun
130-132 Higgins Avenue
is, and anyone who has not, should
jump at the chance to learn. The so
cial proposed by the A. S. U. M. will
very nearly follow the plan of the oldtime affair and will probably be given
on the date of the next scheduled A.
Jeweler and Optician
S. U. iM. dance, March 7. All the girls
Repairing a Specialty
in school will be expected to bring a
lunch in a basket. The. girls will meet
114 EAST MAIN STR E ET
Montana
at the dorm and go unescorted to the Missoula,
gym which will be the rendezvous of
the boys.
Everyone must be in a “ rube” cos
A good place to have
Agents for
tume. This is necessary to the full
your Cleaning and Pressenjoyment of the occasion and the
committee say they will enforce the
done.
rule strictly. Prizes will be given for
.
the best costumes.
224 N. Higgins Ave.
Dancing will be the entertainment
from nine, until eleven. Then the bas
kets will be auctioned. The purchaser
o f a basket will eat with the fair cre
ator and she will be his partner for
the rest of the evening.
The only charge for the. evening will
be the price o f the basket and this of
course will be determined by the de
mand for the basket one buys.
As no one in school is looking for
ward to a good yield of corn, how
ever, the prices of baskets will probably
be some lower than those prevailing
Miss Gertrude Buekhous, '00, univer- , annuals amd board fences attest the
in Iowa and Missouri.
sity librarian, went to Helena Tues- I feeling undergrads 'held for “Dusty.”
i day evening in the interest of the bill
-------—
for county libraries.
J James Higgins, ’16, spent the week
TREASURER GIVEN
--------end with his parents in Hamilton.
THREE ASSISTANTS Joe Schmidt, ex '12, has been a vis- |
______
itor on the campus a few days this |
week. Schmidt is now assistant city
Charles L. Eggleston, ’ex 14, has
moved from Anaconda to San FranThe Freshman class elected three as engineer of Le.wistown.
______
•
cisco.
sistants to -their treasurer, Barclay
Craighead, Wednesday. The. class is
Lyle Henderson o f Canyon Ferry,
so large this year that it has been very was a university visitor the early part
E. G. Smith, a student in the. law
difficult for the treasurer to do all the of the week.
I school, fell in a coal hole on Higgins
collecting and keep his accounts
avenue last Wednesday and has not
straight. The class, realizing this con
James Woodmansee Rhoades, the |been able to attend classes since.
dition, elected Donna McCall, T. Busha famous “Dusty” of university gym his
and H. Lansing, to assist in the work. tory, is visiting in Missoula, “ Dusty”
was director o f athletics in the univer
Mary Ludden of Great-, Falls, and
Knicker—George Washington had an sity three years ago. His painstaking Helen McLeod o f Missoula, were,
impediment in his speech.
interest in the health of university pledged to Kappa Kappa G amma,
Bocker—Yes. he couldn’t tell a lie.
men won for him much enmity, and Tuesday.

Anaconda Copper Mining Co.

Union Market

Nonpareil
Confectionery

J. D. Rowland

HEIM BACH’S

Stall and Dean Sporting
Goods

The Butte
Cleaners

<

a
HEADQUARTERS FOR

Art Goods and Picture
Frames

JUNIORS LOSE
CHAMPIONSHIP
Freshmen Win Basketball
Title in Fast, Hard-Fought
Struggle.

FREE THROWS

GIRLS ACCEPT
A CHALLENGE

The inter-fraternity indoor baseball
situation is still as tranquil as ever.
Neither the Sigma Chis nor the Iota
Nus 'have shown any desire to stage
the game which was arranged two Co-ed Team Will Play Mon
weeks ago. Interest in it, however, is
tana Champions About
still as lively as ever and we would I
March 15.
like to see it played.

Simons Paint and
Paper House
312-314 Higgins Avenue

Missoula Nursery
Company
Carnations, violets, pot

Cohan & Harris
Present George M. Cohan’s

Broadway
Jones

Conceded by critics to be the best
ted plants, sweet peas,
The Junior basketball team went I If this game falls through we will
Evelyn Stephenson, captain of the
play of this or any other year.
lilies of the valley and
down to humilating defeat before the ] propose a match between the Canine. I varsity co-ed toasketballers, has acFreshmen when the under-classmen |Poison Squad and the Cooks and cepted the challenge of the Great Falls
jonquils
'beat them toy the score o f 36 to 7, on |Waiters local at the dorm. Not ex- |high school team to play a game near
Prices— 50c, 75c, $1.00,
actly
a
dog
fight,
but
a
good
go
anyI
March
15.
Charter Day. This w as the most com 
105
East
Cedar
St,
|
way.
The
Great
Falls
team
is
one
of
the
$1.50 and $2.00
plete capsizal of dope ever seen in
best and most speedy teams in the
Varsity athletics. Both teams had
men from the Varsity five. The. Fresh i The student senate of the Agricul- |northwest. They have held the M onSale Thursday, 10 a. m.
had Tabor and Cummins, regular men, i tural College has passed a rule prohib- I tana State championship for the, last
and Lansing, Denhert and Griffith, |iting letter-winners in athletics from two years.
Since the acceptance o f the chal
who have been on the squad all sea playing on inter-class teams.
Twenty-nine high schools o f the state lenge the university girls have been
son. The Juniors, however, had three
Varsity men of last year, men who had have accepted the invitation o f the Ag- working 'hard in preparation for the
played together for three years. The i ricultural College to attend the third game.
only thing that could be seen before annual basketball tournament and exSince there are to be two teams of j
the game was an utter rout o f the I temporareous speaking contest to be I players, the coach, Mlustaine, is sure “ Woman’s Suffrage” Subject
I held in Bozeman early in March. All I to get a strong team. During the last |
Freshmen.
of Bennett Essay Con
A little better team work, lots of |o f the county high schools are on the ' week there has been great rivalry for j
luck and the hilarious support o f their list and but four accredited schools positions on the team. Those leading I
test This Year.
classmates won for the Fresh. They failed to respond. Last year there were in the competition are Buse, Pride,
Stephenson, McClay and Hawk.
were ' fast on their feet, worked the twenty-five entries.
ball to the goal easily, and by the
----- —
The Stevensville girls are to play
“The Bennett Prize Essay contest
“ Nig” Perrine, se.cond-sacker of t h e , the Varsity girls here March 8. The. or any similar contest reflects the
assistance of some benevolent fate the
most difficult shots went good. The Missoula Highlanders, pennant-win- |return game is to be p ’ayed at StevI average intelligence o f any student
Juniors fought hard but could not ners in the Union association last year, ensville April 1. No gaihes have yet
overcome, the lead secured by their op would like to coach the University |been arranged with the Missoula team, body more surely than any standard
toaseball team. “ Nig” is one o f th e !
______________________
of efficiency which a school may hold
ponents in the first five, minutes.
Not one man starred for the vic
up,” said Dr. Underwood, when asked
MISSOULA L IG H T & W ATER
tors. Both forwards and the center
GRADU ATE W RITES OF I concerning the prize essay contest
COMPANY
scored equally and the guards did
BATTLES
IN
MEXICO
which
was
announced
a
short
time
ago.
their work in holding down the Junior
-----------------“If out of two hundred students only \
basket shooters to two field goals. M c
Carthy, two years a Varsity forward,
two try for the prize offered in this
Maude McCullough, ’ll, who is now
found the basket once, and Whisler
essay contest it shows where the stu
in Mexico City, has written to her
failed to score from the floor. A l
dents of Montana stand in respect to
father telling of the war scenes in the
For a Cup of
though fast and well-fought, only
intellectuality.”
capital. She writes;
thirteen fouls were called.
On free
Dr. Underwood urged the importance
‘For the, last few days I have been
throws the Juniors netted three points
of students entering the contest, for,
just about as close to real warfare as
and the Frosh got four.
he said, "the question was selected
I eve.r hope >to be.
Everything in the with the intention o f inducing as many
A good crowd was in the. gym a
city is closed and no street cars are contestants as possible .to enter.”
half hour before the game was called
and standing room was gone when the
running. ‘ Every one is seemingly
The Bennett prize essay contest was
Go to
game began. Coach McGough o f the
trying to keep out of the way of bul made possible by the. offer o f a certain ‘
Missoula high school, refereed, and
lets.
Many bullets have gone whiz sum of money by Philo L. Bennett j
Professor W hitlock o f the law school,
zing by our windows.
Men picked for the encouragement of the study of
umpired. The officiating was of the
up handfuls of shot that fell in our plans or forms o f government. Through ■
usual high standard attained by these
patio. Aunt Jessie and I went out for William Jennings Bryan $400 of this
two men. A summary o f the game
sum was se.t aside for the Universitj I
a walk this morning just after break
follows.
of Montana. Each year a contest is
fast—we were about two blocks from
First Half.
held making the annual prize amount I KODAK FINISHING AND
home when firing began.
You should to nearly twenty dollars.
Denhert scored twice from, the floor.
PICTURE FRAMES
have seen us, with mobs of Mexicans,
Griffith fouled and Whisler scored on
The subjects for the essay must be
tearing for the shelter o f the house. one relating to some plan o f govern- |
the free one. McCarthy fouled and
Cummings failed to throw his point.
Last night there were scarcely any ment. The one announced so far thisj
McKAY STUDIO
Denhert fouled and W hisler failed.
lights in the city.
Telephone and year is “ Woman and Democracy.” j
HIGGINS BLOCK
Wiedman fouled and Cummins failed.
Last
year
the
subject
was
“The
Com
trolley wires are lying on the streets
Griffith scored, Cummins fouled and
in a perfect net work. A building and mission Form of Government.”
Whisler made his point.
Lansing
The prize for the contest 'held last j
a church about a block from us are
scored, Sheedy fouled and Denhert
year was won by Bernice Selfridge, t
badly-tolown
to
pieces.
The
damage
missed the free throw.
Cummins
’15.
being done to lives and property is
scored twice, McCarthy scored and
The date set for the close of the |
awful.
W e have had no mail for the contest is May 15, 1913, giving ample ! The only dealers in town who handle
Cummins came again. Whisler fouled
and Tabor threw his point on the free
last five days and there is no telling time for a thorough study of the I
throw. Score at end of first half:
when we shall ge.t any.
W e stayed question. No prize will be awarded
Both Phones 758
15-4, Freshmen honors.
in uncle’s house at Hombres Ilustres, If more of the. essays offered are j

ESSAY PRIZE
IS ANNOUNCED

HAMS. FEB. 28
Som ething
Electrical
FOR=

Everybody

Good Coffee and
Quick Lunch

The Coffee Parlor

Western Montana Coal
Company
Real Roundup

119, until yesterday afternoon, then|wor^ y °*Second Half.
I
___
word came that Diaz was going to put
Lansing scored, Craighead fouled
T H E H YM N OF T H E BUSTED.
on his big guns and fire wherever he
and Tatoor threw the free one. Den- i
hert scored, Wiedman fouled and Cum- j
wanted to.
American friends, who
Artistic Photographing
(By A. Forest Ranger.)
mins scored on the penalty. Kletoe j
own this big dairy at El Rosario,
W ith a pocket full of sheckles,
fouled, and Cummins added another i
N E X T TO BRIDGE
headiest players in the association j asked us t<j come out and stay with
I took a Pullman train,
point. Tabor scored, Whisler fouled
them until the war should be over.
and the, best second-sacker.
And rode to fair Missoula,
and Cummins failed to throw. A car
The university has more and better W e were glad to close the house and
Some knowledge to obtain.
nival of field goals followed in which
baseball material this year than she all move out here.
These,
people
are
Denhert made, two, Tabor one and |
has had in many years. With such charming and we are practically safe 1 learned a pile of knowledge,
Cummins one. Griffith fouled and j
The Barber
And also learned to pay
a man as Perrine coaching a fast team here.
The city is in a turmoil, all
Whisler failed to score on the free
A larger sum for pleasure
could be put on the diamond.
i College Men’s Haircutting and Mas
j
telephone
connections
are
broken
and
throw. Craighead scored followed by
saging. The best of attention.
Than wisdom could display.
“Nig” began his baseball career In
Lansing. Tabor fouled and McCarthy
every store, is closed tight. W e think
a Kansas league where he managed
Under First Natl. Bank Bldg.
threw his point on the penalty. Final \
a club when he was only 17 years old. I hostilities will surely end within a few When I got back to Billings,
score, 36 to 7.
I found that I was canned,
days.
W e are safe, so don’t worry.”
The classes lined up as follows:
Since for rangers to be sages
Freshmen— Cummins and Denhert, for
W as never, never planned.
TROUBLES IN T H E LAW.
wards; Tabor, center; Griffith and BILL FOR SCHOOL OF
If I could cash my wisdom,
Lansing,
guards.
Juniors—Whisler i FORESTRY IN SENATE
Dentist
The Lawyers’ Reports Annotated are
And with it buy a square,
and McCarthy, forwards; Craighead,
Room 46 Higgins Blk., Missoula, Mont.
one o f the most valuable and highly Next year would surely see me.
center; Gervais, Sheedy, Wiedman and I
esteemed set o f law books published,
In Missoula, wise and fair.
Phone 1009.
Klebe, guards.
Referee—McGough.
The 'bill appropriating $6,000 for the so Imagine the mirth caused in the
Umpire—Whitlock,
establishment of a School o f Forestry law library when a Freshman made
LfEnvoi.
at the University was passed by the the following, “Will you please show My friend, if you’re a roughneck,
A first-year course in vocational House o f Representatives last week me where to find the ‘Lawyers’ Re
Stay with your pork and beans;
guidance is offered in the high school
without one dJssejiting. vote. Connor ports Anointed?’ ”
They’re tastier than the hunger
at Highland Park, 111. The purpose of
Pity the law stude when he has to
Cleaners, Dyers and Tailors
of
Libby,
the
only
socialist
in
the
That high-brow wisdom gleans.
the course is td aid students in select
remember such cases as the one
K E N N E TH W OLFE, Student Agent
ing the subjects of the next three years House, was the man who voted against taken from 129 California. Reports at
The Bureau of Printing, 137 E. Main
with special reference to their life the toill. The bill is now up to the page 497. People vs. Verneseneckock525 S. Higgins Avenue
Senate.
Both Pbnnef*.
work.
street. Both phones, 645.
holf.

Missoula Art Co.

George Miller

Dr. R. H. Nelson

The Fashion Club

o

REACH AND
VICTOR
A T H L E T IC
GOODS

*
$

KEY
(Continued From Page One.)
ager
men
lor,
Fred

^

was also closely contested. Six
were nominated: Gonway, Tay
Nicholas, Baxter, Lewis, Hunt,
Richter, and Hubert Gwinn. Four

Ji

BASKET BALL GOALS—
Latest improved, 6-inch extension...................$4.00
Extra nets _i________ ______________________ 50c

Pool and Billiards
j

Pipes, Tobacco and Cigarettes
Agents for JOHNSON’ S SWEET
CHOCOLATES.

The

Metrople

BASKETBALL GOODS

VICTOR BASKET BALLS—
888G— Olive ten buck, a good practice ball... $2.50
888S— India pebble grain, perfect shape____ 2.50
888A— Regulation size and weight.... ...........4.00
891— Victor “ Official,” the perfect ball....... 6-00

W ES T AND DOMESTIC
CIGARS.

“ Meet Me at Kelly’s”
First National Bank Building.

In our lines of Sporting Goods of these two famous
makes we afford our customers all that is good ard
desirable— t-he best to be had.
Our assortments are very complete— everything tor
indoor and outdoor games.

REACH BASKET BALLS—
“Official”— In two weights, each........... $6.00
“ League” — Guaranteed perfect shape... 5.00
“Special”— Good and serviceable. .......3*00

Owen Kelly

SOPHOMORES ELECT
EDITOR OF SENTINEL

W A LTE N CONWAY.
Manager 1915 Sentinel.
ballots were, necessary for a choice.
The final vote was: Richter, 8; Con
way, 16.
The meeting adjourned at 5:30 p. r

Our Specialty is
FIN E H A IR C U TTIN G

Thompson & Marlenee
Cor. Basement at Nonpareil
140 North Higgins Ave.

Scandinavian American
State Bank
MISSOULA, MONTANA

General Banking
Business Transacted.
3 per cent Paid on Sav
ings Deposits.

Thomas F. Farley
Company

Reliable Grocers
Your patronage respectfully so
licited.
611 W oody St.

Tel. 54

INNOCENT.

|Green & Ellinghouse

H e n d r ic k C . S a r to v
I “I try to think,” said Benham, “ that
.
Artistic Photographer
I woman is the equal of man and as A u t o m o b i l e s
a n d ^T a x i c a b s I o il Painting and Dry Plate Etching a
|well qualified to take part in political
fo r A ll O c c a s io n s
specialty.
life; but it sort of jars that belief to
Prompt Touring Car Service at
Sittings made evenings by appointment.
get the reply I did this morning from
my wife, when I remarked, on reading
Reasonable Rates.
Bell Phone 353
the returns, that Bingham ran ahead
149 West Front Street
j
First National Bank Building
of his ticket, and she innocently in
Missoula, Montana
Missoula, Montana
quired, ‘What was his hurry?’ ”

isQoulapTpfrcantildfOlO
W E MUST HAVE
KAIMIN FORMS
TRANQUILLITY
POISON SQUAD
Journalistic Savants Endan Disturbers of Peace in the j
Library Will Be Denied
ger Lives in Interest of
Privileges.
Dorm Girls.
That the library reading room will I
(Continued from Page One.)
not be open to kindergarten students j
mummified relics o f the antediluvian
was emphasized by Miss Buckhous, uni- !
periods.
versity librarian, when she issued this
■ “ We will draw lots for the various notice to the. students last week: “ Any I
articles of regalement and will eat j student who is reprimanded a second
them even though they contain the time for whispering, talking or other
same potion that Romeo and Juliet disturbance in the reading room will |
be dismissed from the room and will
(The last word of this sentence was be excluded from the privileges of. the
reading room for two weeks.
lost in the applause.)
T he , librarians have had much
The Death Stuff.
trouble this year maintaining order
The speaker then announced the among the students in the reading
viands the distinguished journalises room. The attentions of the. students
and scientists had drawn.
who come to the library to study are I
“Dr. E. Z. Speer will consume the diverted from their lessons by the
medicated alfalfa; Dr. ‘Zook’ Brown capricious antics o f those who come I
will take the vegetated slough water; to “act the monkey.” Measures effect
Dr. Nabisco Wells has drawn the un ive in quelling disturbances in former |
leavened and unguardianed staff of years have been useless this year. Miss I
life; Guy de Maupassant Little, editor Buckhous says she regrets that she
of the annual Bawl, will hazard his is compelled to treat the university
gaistronomical equipment with the dis students as high school stude.nts, but
guised spuds, which all our tests have. [ their actions have made no other
shown to be plaster of paris; M r.. course possible.
‘Pink’ Hunt, Pachanalian 'poet o f the
The rule laid down will be strictly
W eek’.y Wail, will jeopardize his young I enforced. Three freshmen have been i
life with the saturated solution of the banished from the reading room al
cliffs o f Albany; Dr. (veterinary) Ger- ready. They and others who are os- j
vais will go to the mat with the. cala- I tracized, will be permitted to take |
bash pie; Dr. (divinity) Armitage will books from the reserve shelfs only
skirt the borders o f eternity with the upon the written recommendation of
nectar o f the Chinks, and 1 ’have I their professors.
drawn the ace of spades in the
The freshmen are not the only o f
planked mules ears a-u natural. Fire fenders. Upperclassmen, particularly
when you’re ready, Gridley.”
juniors, have violated -the ordinary
With th's simple declaration of their rules with the bravado and childish
purpose the chairman of the squad I ness of the freshmen. Miss Buckhous
seated himself and with his compan says that many are toeing watched and
ions entere.d the ring; of disease.
that one transgression of her rule will
bring their fate upon them.
Silence and ----- — !
As before some mighty battle, await
him and he was carried from the 'hall,
ing- the on-coming of Picket’s brigade;
As the rest of the squad had assimil
a 3 before some awful disaster, the I
ated their "tasks” it was not thought
sinking of the Titanic, the room be.- i
necessary to return, especially since
cam e strangely hushed. The zweiback
the meal ticket ceremony had been
and soup of the heroes alone were |
neglected.
aud'lble. Then without warning, Dr.
Bulletins announcing the condition |
Armitage was -gripped with a mighty
of the members o f the squad were I
convulsion, and with a giant sw in g!
posted all day yesterday.
backward lande.d on the floor, his face |
white and twitching, with little drops I
The industrial museum of Munich, I
o f tea on his lips. His condition grew
one of the most important of the kind
more violent and
the
combined in Germany, will send a commission to
strength of the squad could hardly the United States to study its museums
control him. Water failed to revive and industries.
i

